Resolution on Examination Regulation taken in the meeting of the E. C. held on September 4, 2017 at 12=00 noon at the WBSU Campus

Irrespective of the result status in Part I examination, Honours and General students will be allowed to appear in Part II examination in the succeeding year if they so desire, with the same subject combination and in their respective categories, Honours or General, and also to clear their backlog paper/ papers in the Part I examination.

However, under no circumstances, students with any backlog in Part I including ENVS will be allowed to appear in Part III examination.

Explanation: Suppose a student in Honours fails in Part I examination in all subjects. He/ she still can pursue Honours course for Part II. He/ she may appear in Part II examination and immediately afterwards, in Part I examination. If the student cannot clear his/ her Part I in the second attempt, he/ she has to clear the same in the Third attempt, etc. Since his/ her registration is in 2016, he/ she has to complete graduation by the year 2021. Any paper where the student has passed in any examination during these five years will be kept in his/her credit. But on expiry of five years, his/ her marks in credit will lapse.

Sd/-
Registrar (Officiating)